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Blood Family: Kathleen White, A Year of 
Firsts at Martos Gallery	
 
When my grandmother passed away on 
December 11, 1973, the date was a few 
days before my First Communion. On the 
day of the ceremony, I suddenly burst out 
crying because I realized how grandma 
Bessie would have loved to be there. I 
remember staring at the white marble 
crucifix through my tears, the image 
blurring. Sister Ivette came over and asked 
me what was happening, and I told her 
through my muffled crying what I felt. 

I was sad the rest of the month, until on 
Christmas day I woke up and walked to the 
terrace of our house and suddenly saw a 
fountain! I had told Grandma I wanted a 
fountain I had seen at JCPenney, a three-
tiered cascade of plastic shells from which 
water poured, sound and sight sensations 
of something I could enjoy for hours. It was 
the first time I was happy since her death. 
The appearance of the fountain was a sign 
of stillness and calm. Experiences like that 
made me aware of the power of signs…the 
spirit of objects communicating at a subtle 
level to provide comfort and direction. 

 

Which makes me to ponder on A Year of Firsts. A couple of weeks before, on the night of the opening of 
Kathleen’s simultaneous show at Pioneer Works, Spirits of Manhattan, Rafael, Van, Joel, Henry, and I 
were driving home in Rafael’s car and we stopped to look at a solitary string of lights stretched across 
Van Brunt Street. Rafael told me to take a picture of the lights, the semaphore in front turned green. 
Those moments were the ones Rafael told me he and Kathleen enjoyed quietly, relishing a stasis which 
often led to art making. 



 
 
He mentioned how Kathleen wanted her show to be inclusive, so people could participate in the 
conversation of her art, make it their own, and contribute to it. Upon seeing her drawings within A Year of 
Firsts, I thought about the shamanic, healing quality of drawing, of representing symbols. I related to 
Kathleen’s line; the way she draws flowers, especially. 
 

 
 
I pondered on the quality of art making as a magical act…creating objects that transform with their 
presence. It was this energy I sensed when walking into the show. The room was so alive, even 
celebratory…a sense of transcendence permeated the space. The pieces are Kathleen’s way of dealing 
with the emotional aspects generated by her relationship with her blood family. 



In 1998, the artist’s sister Charlene was killed by a drunk driver. About a year or two later, Kathleen 
started making Sculptamold cars which she would paint and give away as gifts to friends. When I saw two 
cars on display at the show, I thought about how, in dreams, cars have always meant provision to 
me…transportation…protection…a place to hang out in the wee hours of the night, parked by the side of 
the street. 

 

I thought about the marks I would make on paper at an early age, and the power they had to evolve me. 
One of my youngest memories is how, when I was looking through my elementary school Puerto Rican 
history textbook, I would draw flowers on the nipples of bare chest illustrations of Taínos as well as 
penises on all the men.  

 



Drawing was my entry into the life of my cousin Antonio, whom I admired so much, with his disco 
glamour, swarthy sophistication, and incredible room, decorated with black-light posters artfully placed, 
covering the walls…. 

He praised a drawing I made of the Rolly Crump-designed facade of It’s a Small World in Disneyland. 
Antonio was studying architecture—his recognition transformed me intrinsically. Soon after, I was making 
cathedrals out of Q-tips glued onto colored cardboard. 
 

 
When I walked into A Year of Firsts, I started sensing connections. Return Home First Timetransported 
me to the rocking chair of my childhood balcony, where I would see the slope of the asphalt street behind 
the trellis. My Birthday, with its open curtains, made me think of the mise-en-scène of celebrations and 
home, where theater is about connecting with the heart to conjure a holiday sensation—generating 
stillness and calm and simultaneous over-the-top enthusiasm. 
 

 



 

Mother’s Day made me think of my earliest drawings and early days of handwriting. The vulnerability, 
subtle details, and expressive quality reveal an ebb and flow of sentiment through the pencil…each line 
giving shape to the flower guided from within. 
 
A wave reminds me of thought…while Charl’s Birthday fills markers of memory with loving musical notes, 
a cryptic language Kathleen cultivated. 
 
For Halloween we have three tiny pieces of candy-corn-like forms on an expanse of ochre paper. The 
three forms emphasize presence on an earthen space. A metaphor for living…. 
The drawing dated November 1st is my favorite. A form appears to the left in black and white, 
shapeshifting into a person, and then to the right, a pencil glides with abandon and precision. 

Serendipitously, I ran into Dick Mitchell, who told me he had helped Kathleen film the performance The 
Spark Between L and D on VHS tape in Boston. In the performance, she beats herself up and then 
bandages to the tune of “On Broadway”. Memories of Bob Fosse’s All That Jazz film came to my mind, 
and a sudden message of healing doubts about my New York dream—protected by the security of 
medical tape, like the chickens rescued in Key West, wrapped in newspaper huts and placed in the back 
seat of a car. 
 
 



I felt the presence of Kathleen in the room: Her drawings, paintings, sculptures, and performance stand 
as markers of a thought process—as Joel put it—alluding to a personal language. The artist marks are 
calligraphy from a dream world at the core of existence and continuity. These works are suggestion, 
almost template, for a substance residing in a spirit at once everywhere. 

 

For the opening, I wore a poncho gifted to me by Aldo, a Chilean college friend of mine, when he finished 
his Master’s at Syracuse in 1983, combined with Levi’s Engineered Iconic 501s, a Supreme faux 
shearling bucket hat, and Jam Master Jay Adidas Ultrastars. Rafael was wearing a sweater Kathleen 
gifted him—which had belonged to her dad James White, who was also an artist and very close to her. 
His cane was Ed Baynard’s, which Dietmar let him use.  

 

 


